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SUMMARY
Neuroblastoma (NB) is a childhood cancer arising from sympatho-adrenal neural crest cells. Disseminated
forms have high frequency of multiple tumoral foci whose etiology remains unknown; NB embryonic origin
limits investigations in patients and current models. We developed an avian embryonic model driving human
NB tumorigenesis in tissues homologous to patients. We found that aggressive NBs display a metastatic
mode, secondary dissemination via peripheral nerves and aorta. Through tumor transcriptional profiling,
we found that NB dissemination is induced by the shutdown of a pro-cohesion autocrine signal, SEMA3C,
which constrains the tumoral mass. Lowering SEMA3C levels shifts the balance toward detachment, trig-
gering NB cells to collectively evade the tumor. Together with patient cohort analysis, this identifies a micro-
environment-driven pro-metastatic switch for NB.
INTRODUCTION

Almost one-half of all childhood cancers are suspected to have

an embryonal origin, either through transformation of an embry-

onal cell or through pathologic acquisition of embryonal

features in a mature prenatal cell (Marshall et al., 2014). The eti-

ology of childhood cancers and their eventual metastatic

dissemination are thus inseparable from this particular embry-

onal context (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000; Pietras and Öst-

man, 2010).
Significance

Neuroblastoma (NB) is a devastating pediatric cancer with 60
signs at diagnosis. As for many cancers with an embryonic
due to its early onset. Consequently, the etiology of NB foci
remain largely uncharacterized, strongly limiting therapeutic d
brate embryonic morphogenetic programs, we developed amo
ronment in an avian embryo, recapitulate the NBdisease.We un
scriptionally downregulating a Semaphorin/Neuropilin/Plexin
cell dissemination via peripheral nerves and dorsal aorta.

C

Crucial aspects of pediatric cancers still remain fully ignored

mainly because of the difficulties in recapitulating early tumori-

genic events in an embryonic context adapted to experimental

manipulations. This is particularly true regarding neuroblastoma

(NB), the most frequent extracranial solid cancer in childhood

(Brodeur et al., 2014; Maris, 2010). It is depicted as a highly het-

erogeneous disease with multiple clinical presentations, ranging

from localized asymptomatic primary tumors to widely dissemi-

nated disease with poor outcome (Brodeur et al., 2014; Maris,

2010). NB tumors mainly form in the abdomen adjacent to the
% of patients characterized by widely disseminated clinical
origin, developing NB animal models is highly challenging
and the molecular mechanisms triggering their emergence
evelopment. Taking advantage of the conservation of verte-
del in which human NBs, placed back to their primitive envi-
cover that NBdisseminates via ametastatic sequence, tran-
pro-cohesion signaling within the primary tumor, leading to
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aorta along the sympathetic chain and in the adrenal gland med-

ullary region. NBs arise from a transitory cell population, the

neural crest cells (NCCs) of the sympatho-adrenal lineage that,

during embryogenesis, emerge from the dorsal part of the neural

tube and adopt a stereotyped collective ventral migration to

reach presumptive sympathetic territories (Le Douarin and

Kalcheim, 1999; Gammill and Roffers-Agarwal, 2010).

While many molecular cues controlling NCC delamination,

pathfinding, and stop in final embryonal territories have been de-

crypted, a significant gap remains regarding the nature of the in-

teractions of NBs with the embryonal environment (Gammill

et al., 2006; Kasemeier-Kulesa et al., 2006; Rohrer et al., 2009).

Indeed, while most aggressive NBs are found already dissemi-

nated at diagnosis, the timing and the nature of the events lead-

ing NB cells to disseminate, i.e., whether NB is a real metastatic

disease rather than a multifocal one, are still a mystery.

Here, we developed an in vivomodel to explore the etiology of

stage 4 NB disseminated foci and to uncover the molecular

players involved in the onset of the NB metastatic process.

RESULTS

An In Vivo Model Recapitulating NB Tumorigenesis
To explore the etiology of multiple foci typical of disseminated

NBs, we sought to recapitulate NB tumorigenesis in an embry-

onic animal that would allow access to early events of NB cell

dissemination. We generated several stable NB cell lines, i.e.,

IGR-N91, SH-SY5Y, and SHEP, expressing either GFP or RFP

through lentiviral transduction. We grafted these fluorescent

NB cells into HH14 chick embryos (Hamburger and Hamilton,

1992) (approximately 52 hr post fertilization) at the sympatho-ad-

renal crest level between somite 18 and somite 24 (Le Douarin

and Teillet, 1971) (Figures 1A and S1A) and analyzed grafted em-

bryos at HH25 (approximately 50 hr after the graft) in transverse

slices and in 3D imaging. Remarkably, we found that almost all

NB cells migrated away from the graft site and accumulated

exclusively at sites that are specifically targeted by endogenous

sympatho-adrenal NCCs (Le Douarin and Kalcheim, 1999):

mostly sympathetic ganglia and the adrenal gland, and to a

lesser extent spinal cord periphery and visceral and pre-aortic

ganglia (Figures 1B, 1C, S1B, and S1C; Movie S1). We observed

dense sympatho-adrenal masses in the majority of grafted
Figure 1. NB Cells Undergo a Physiological Developmental Program in

(A) Overview of fluorescent human NB cells graft paradigm in the chick embryo

(B) Representative SPIM picture of a whole chick embryo 50 hr post graft of IGR-N

and anti-GFP antibodies. Sympatho-adrenal zone enlargement is shown in the u

(C) Representative pictures of chick embryo transverse sections 50 hr post graft of

or SHEP::GFP (right, n = 19 embryos) cells, labeled with an anti-HNK1 antibody.

(D) Representative pictures of chick embryo transverse sections 13 hr (n = 5 embry

graft of IGR-N91::GFP cells, labeled with an anti-HNK1 antibody and Hoechst

sympatho-adrenal structures for each slice studied (n is the number of slices an

(E) Quantification of areas covered by IGR-N91::GFP cells relative to HNK1+ areas

slices analyzed). Error bars indicate SEM.

(F) Representative pictures of IGR-N91::GFP (upper panels) and SH-SY5Y::GFP

migrating NCCs are labeled with an anti-HNK1 antibody. Scale bar, 200 mm.

(G) Snapshots of live embryo thick slices imaged for 20 hr, after the graft of IGR-N9

GFP and DIC merged images at T0. Time-lapse imaging for GFP is shown as enla

protrusions emitted by leading cells. Videos are provided in Movies S2, S3, S4,

pgft, post graft; NT, neural tube; No, notochord; DA, dorsal aorta; SG, sympathe

Figure S1 and Movies S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5.
embryos (100% of IGR-N91-, 88% of SH-SY5Y-, and 89% of

SHEP-grafted embryos). To better characterize the behavior of

NB cells, we analyzed their position 13 hr, 24 hr, 39 hr, and

50 hr post grafting relative to migrating endogenous NCCs de-

tected with anti-HNK1 antibody (Figures 1D, 1E, and S1D). We

found NB cells and endogenous NCCs share common migration

routes, in time and space, and confirmed that NB cells adopt a

unilateral migratory pathway that ends with their clustering in

sympatho-adrenal derivatives (Le Douarin and Kalcheim, 1999;

Huber, 2006). Indeed, upon migration, the proportion of NB cells

embedded in HNK1 domains increased from 30% 13 hr after the

graft to 95% 50 hr after the graft, with 60% and 3% of them

located adjacent to HNK1 domains 13 hr and 50 hr after the graft,

respectively (Figure 1E). Thus, almost all NB cells show an NCC-

like migratory pattern. Moreover, while migrating, NB cells

appeared connected to each other, forming either small

migrating masses (IGR-N91 cells) or chains of migrating cells

(SH-SY5Y and SHEP cells) (Figure 1F). To characterize NB cell

migratory modalities, we set up live imaging of thick slices pre-

pared from embryos previously grafted (a few hours before)

with IGR-N91 or SHEP cells. We observed typical directional

collective migration of NB cells forming close and transient

cell-cell contacts with cycles of protrusion formation and retrac-

tion (Figures 1G and Movies S2, S3, S4, and S5). Thus, NB cells

recapitulate a collective migratory behavior that is typical of

NCCs (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Kulesa and Fraser, 1998; Rørth,

2009; Theveneau and Mayor, 2012a, 2012b). We also observed

in the time course analysis that the great majority of NB cells

(80%) expressed the proliferation marker Ki67 at all stages

examined (Figures S1E and S1F). Thus, remarkably, when re-

placed in their original environment, NB cells, while keeping

extensive proliferation competency, endorse an NCC program

allowing them to properly sense the embryonic microenviron-

ment and to undergo an oriented migration process typical of

their physiological counterparts. Once settled in their target

site, NB cells engage in a tumorigenesis program leading them

to form dense proliferating tumor-like masses.

An In Vivo Model Recapitulating NB Secondary
Dissemination
This suggested that NB dissemination might follow a metastatic

scheme. We thus examined whether our avian model could also
the Avian NCC Microenvironement

sympatho-adrenal neural crest.

91::GFP cells, cleared with the iDISCO+ technique, and labeled with anti-HNK1

pper right. See also Movie S1. Scale bar: 500 mm.

IGR-N91::GFP (left, n = 24 embryos), SH-SY5Y::GFP (middle, n = 25 embryos),

Scale bar, 200 mm.

os), 24 hr (n = 6 embryos), 39 hr (n = 4 embryos), and 50 hr (n = 4 embryos) post

. Lower panels show plots of the position of IGR-N91::GFP cells relative to

alyzed). Scale bar, 200 mm.

13–50 hr after the graft on chick embryo transverse sections (n is the number of

(lower panels) collective cell migratory behavior 24 hr post graft. Endogenous

1::GFP cells (upper panels) or SHEP:GFP cells (lower panels). Left panels show

rgements for three time points in the right panels. Red arrowheads point to cell

and S5. Scale bar, 200 mm.

tic ganglia; Me, mesonephros; S, somite; DRG, dorsal root ganglia. See also
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allow recapitulation of such a metastatic process. We analyzed

the localization of IGR-N91, SH-SY5Y, and SHEP fluorescent

cells 7 days after the graft of HH14 chick embryos. We system-

atically observed the presence of massive tumors in sympatho-

adrenal derivatives (Figures 2A, 2B, and S2), indicating the main-

tenance of the tumorigenic potential of NB cells over this

prolonged period. Moreover, in most cases, NB cells were no

longer confined to the primary tumor site but rather disseminated

to proximal tissues and organs, as well as to more distant sites.

We observed loco-regional invasion of proximal DRGs, sympa-

thetic ganglia, and/or paraspinal tissue in most cases (in 67%,

80%, and 90% of IGR-N91-, SH-SY5Y-, and SHEP-grafted em-

bryos, respectively; Figures 2A, 2B, S2A, S2B, S2D, and S2E).

Distally, we detected clusters of disseminated cells mainly in

the small intestine, colon, cloaca, and/or abdominal aorta affixed

to the digestive tract (distant foci in 44%, 40%, and 70% of IGR-

N91-, SH-SY5Y-, and SHEP-grafted embryos, respectively).

Thus, remarkably, our model fully recapitulates key feature of

NB secondarymetastasis, that is, its fast andmultifocal metasta-

tic dissemination. The latter observation of an aortic distal inva-

sion led us to more closely examine the early dissemination

steps. Interestingly, focusing on the vicinity of the primary tumor,

we found that NB cells escaped the tumor mass as clusters

invading the wall of adjacent aorta and disseminating in arteries

(in 31%, 20%, and 90% of IGR-N91-, SH-SY5Y-, and SHEP-

grafted embryos, respectively). We also detected NB cells

migrating along proximal peripheral nerves (in 25%, 40%, and

80% of IGR-N91-, SH-SY5Y-, and SHEP-grafted embryos,

respectively) (Figures 2C–2E, S2C, S2D, and S2F). To further

visualize tumors and metastatic dissemination, we took advan-

tage of light-sheet microscopy (Selective Plan Illumination

Microscopy), and imaged cleared whole embryos and organs

7 days after grafting NB cells (Figure 2F and Movies S6 and

S7). 3D images and optical sections confirmed the localization

of cell clusters along nerves, cells scattering from the adrenal

gland and reaching the aorta, and distant dissemination of NB

cells reaching the intestinal and colon walls. Thus, our model re-

veals two etiologic metastatic routes taken by NB cells that

explain their propensity to establish metastasis at multiple foci:

(1) the aorta, the major embryonic vessel that irrigates most

developing structures, and (2) the perineural niche that gives

direct access to distant innervated targets (Figure 2E).

Characterization of Microenvironment-Driven NB Gene
Regulation in Primary Tumors
We next explored whether and, if so, which changes in gene

expression occur in NB cells in primary tumors that switch on

their metastatic behavior. We microdissected tumoral masses
Figure 2. NB Cells Undergo Metastatic Dissemination in the Avian Mo
(A and B) Representative pictures (A) and quantification (B) of IGR-N91::GFP

bar, 500 mm.

(C andD) Representative pictures (C) and quantification (D) of IGR-N91::GFP-graft

infiltrating the dorsal aorta and disseminating in arteries. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(E) Schematic representation of NB cell dissemination routes from the primary tu

(F) Representative SPIM pictures of E9 whole embryo, kidneys, intestine, and colo

iDISCO+ technique and immunolabeling with anti-GFP and anti-NF160 (nerve s

staining of blood vessels in kidneys) antibodies. F1–F5 images show optical sec

Ad, adrenal gland; Kd, kidney; SC, spinal cord; SG, sympathetic ganglia; Co, c

Figure S2 and Movies S6 and S7.
in sympathetic ganglia of HH25 chick embryos to compare their

transcriptome with that of naive NB cells that had not experi-

enced tumorigenesis in the embryonic environment using an

RNA-seq approach (Figure 3A). We found that 3,920 of the

11,838 gene transcripts expressed above background varied,

with representative functions in cellular growth, proliferation,

survival/death, and movement, and implications in develop-

mental processes (Figures 3B and Table S1). Noteworthy, 46

among 266 genes with reported expression in the neural crest

lineage varied, with 24 having functions related to cell movement

(Figures 3C and Table S2). The Semaphorin (SEMA) gene family,

known to regulate axon and cell migration (Jongbloets and Pas-

terkamp, 2014; Kruger et al., 2005), including that of the neural

crest (Gammill et al., 2006, 2007; Kawasaki et al., 2002; Schwarz

et al., 2009a, 2009b), was well represented, with changes of

expression levels observed for three members of class 3

(SEMA3C, SEMA3D, and SEMA3F). We confirmed in indepen-

dent qRT-PCR experiments performed on IGR-N91 tumor

masses that SEMA3C, -3D, and -3F expression was regulated

when NB cells formed sympathetic tumors, thus validating the

RNA-seq data (Figure 3D). Moreover, we found that SEMA3C,

SEMA3F, and to a lesser extent SEMA3D transcripts, were

expressed in the majority of human NB cell lines, including in

primary cell lines generated from patient biopsies (Figures 3E

and S3A). SEMA3C, a key regulator of cardiac neural crest cell

migration (Brown et al., 2001; Feiner et al., 2001; Plein et al.,

2015) whose expression was found decreased by 2.19 (±0.74,

p = 0.093) in RNA-seq data and by 3.31 (±1.98, p = 0.0079) in

qRT-PCR experiments, appeared promising. We confirmed

that this decrease in SEMA3C expression was not specific to

IGR-N91 cells, since we detected it in independent graft exper-

iments performed with SH-SY5Y cells (Figure S3B). We thus

concentrated on SEMA3C and explored its potential pro-meta-

static trigger function.

SEMA3C Is a Cohesion Signal for NB Cell Population
To evaluate the impact of a 2-fold decrease of SEMA3C levels in

NB cells, we took advantage of a small interfering RNA (siRNA)

achieving a 47% (±14%, p = 0.0079) and a 45% (±8%,

p = 0.0286) extinction in IGR-N91 and SH-SY5Y cell lines,

respectively (Figure S4A). A second siRNA (siRNA SEMA3C#2)

inducing a 55% (±9%, p = 0.0022) decrease of SEMA3C levels

in IGR-N91 cells was also used to control the specificity. Fluores-

cent control and SEMA3C siRNA-transfected NB cells were

grafted in HH14 chick embryos (Figure S4B). We observed that

SEMA3C reduction with both siRNAs resulted in strong alter-

ation of the NB migratory pattern (Figures 4A, 4B, and

S4C–S4F). We detected sympatho-adrenal tumors in only 44%
del Via Peripheral Nerves and Dorsal Aorta
cell localization 7 days post graft in chick embryos (n = 9 embryos). Scale

ed embryoswith cell clusters undergoingmigration on peripheral nerves and/or

mor along peripheral nerves and via the dorsal aorta.

n 7 days post graft of IGR-N91::GFP or SHEP::GFP cells, after clearing with the

taining of whole embryo, intestine, colon) or anti-SMA (smooth muscle actin

tions of 3D organs indicated with the dashed lines. Scale bar, 500 mm.

olon; Ce, ceca; Cl, cloaca; r, rib; n, nerve; art, artery; int, intestine. See also
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Figure 3. Regulation of NB Cell Gene Activity Induced by the Embryonic Microenvironment
(A) Overview of RNA-seq analysis comparing NB naive cells (before the graft) versus microdissected tumor masses (TM) 50 hr after the graft.

(B) Top molecular and cellular functions (left panel) and top physiological system development functions (right panels) regulated by the microenvironment.

(C) Overview of regulated neural-crest-related genes (genes downregulated and upregulated in TM are color coded in green and red, respectively). Genes also

related to cell movement are in black while neural-crest-only genes are in gray.

D) Validation of RNA-seqgene expression changes byqRT-PCR forSEMA3C,SEMA3D, andSEMA3F cell movement and neural-crest-related genes, usingHPRT

as a housekeeping gene (n = 3 independent graft experiments).Mean fold change betweencells before the graft and tumormasses is given. Error bars indicate SD.

(E) qRT-PCR analysis of SEMA3C, SEMA3D, and SEMA3F mRNA expression in 28 human stage 4 neuroblastoma cell lines. The ratio between SEMA3CmRNA

level and the housekeeping gene HPRTmRNA level, i.e., the 2DCt raw value = 2-(CtSEMA3C�CtHPRT), is color coded as indicated (red for ratio >1, green for ratio <1)

and is the result of three independent qRT-PCR experiments.

See also Figure S3 and Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 4. SEMA3C Downregulation Affects NB Cell Migratory Behavior and Promotes Metastatic Dissemination

(A) Representative pictures of chick embryo transverse sections 50 hr post graft of IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA SCR (upper panel) or IGR-N91::RFP::siRNA SEMA3C

(lower panel) cells. Scale bar, 200 mm.

(B) Quantification of NB cells localization phenotypes observed in embryos grafted with IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA SCR (green, n = 10 embryos from three inde-

pendent experiments) or IGR-N91::RFP::siRNA SEMA3C (red, n = 9 embryos from three independent experiments) cells with illustrations in upper panels. Lower

(legend continued on next page)
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of IGR-N91::siRNA SEMA3C-grafted embryos (compared with

100% of IGR-N91::siRNA SCR-grafted embryos; p = 0.0108)

(Figures 4A and 4B). In 67% of embryos, SEMA3C-low cells

were found as individual and/or small groups of cells, dispersed

throughout embryonic tissues, a phenotype observed in nomore

than 20% of control embryos. Collective NB migration and tar-

geting of embryonic structures are thus impaired upon SEMA3C

downregulation. Interestingly in the tumor-like masses that still

formed, we noticed that in most cases (67%), SEMA3C-low cells

were scattered around the tumor core, in contrast to control cells

that mostly remained tightly condensed (10% of embryos with

scattering from the tumor site, p = 0.023). This scattering/

dissemination effect was confirmed in similar graft experiments

conducted on IGR-N91 cells with a second SEMA3C siRNA

(siRNA SEMA3C#2) (Figures S4C and S4D; p < 0.0001) and in

SH-SY5Y cells (Figures S4E and S4F, p = 0.0018).

SEMA3CDownregulation in Existing NBPrimary Tumors
Triggers Collective NB Cell Detachment and Metastatic
Dissemination
Further conclusions were limited by the premature outcome of

the decrease in SEMA3C, already affecting NB migration and

thus primary tumor formation. We thus achieved stable and

temporally controllable SEMA3C downregulation by generating

stable IGR-N91 cells expressing a SEMA3C small hairpin RNA

(shRNA) under the control of a doxycycline-inducible promoter

(Figure 4C). We confirmed significant SEMA3C expression

downregulation in the presence of doxycycline (Figure S4G;

p = 0.0286). Additional controls were performed with IGR-

N91::shRNA SCR cells as a slight decrease of SEMA3C expres-

sion was observed in untreated cells compared with shRNA SCR

cells, indicating a minor leak of the Dox-inducible promoter. We

grafted IGR-N91::shRNA SCR and IGR-N91::shRNA SEMA3C in

HH14 chick embryos and treated them with doxycycline to

trigger SEMA3C downregulation only after primary tumor forma-

tion (Figures 4D and 4E). SEMA3C shRNA and RFP co-expres-

sion confirmed doxycycline efficiency (Figure 4E). Remarkably,

we found a significant increase in the formation of distant

GFP+/RFP+ foci (92% of doxycycline-injected embryos

compared with 45% of untreated IGR-N91::shSEMA3C-grafted

embryos; p = 0.0272). To ensure that the effects observed were

due to SEMA3C downregulation, we performed a rescue exper-
panels compare the proportion of each phenotype in siRNA SCR versus siRNA

adrenal [SA] derivatives and p = 0.0023 for cell dissemination; Fisher’s exact tes

(C) Scheme illustrating IGR-N91::GFP cells stably expressing SEMA3C (or scra

promoter.

(D and E) Quantification (D) and representative pictures (E) of IGR-N91::shRNA S

embryos, injected or not with doxycycline, transfected or not with p_Ctl or p_ckS

from at least three independent experiments. Left: comparison of the number of IG

or not with doxycycline, p = 0.0272, Fisher’s exact test. Right: IGR-N91::shRNA SE

IGR-N91::shRNA SEMA3C::p_Ctl embryos with distant dissemination, trea

SEMA3C::p_ckSema3C embryos with distant dissemination treated or not with d

ments of the frames in the upper panels. Induction of RFP expression upon d

bar, 500 mm.

(F and G) SEMA3CmRNA level of expression in localized stage 1–3, metastatic sta

survival probability according to SEMA3C expression levels (G) in Kocak and c

amc.nl; n = 649 samples). In (F), n is the number of patients for each stage, erro

in stage 1–3 versus stage 4 NB, p < 0.0001; in stage 4 versus stage 4S NB, p = 0.

correction (bonf p) are indicated on the graph.

ns, not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. See also Figure S4.
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iment by transfecting pre-grafted IGR-N91::shSEMA3C cells

either with a control (p_Ctl) or a chick Sema3C construct

(p_ckSema3C) not targeted by SEMA3C shRNA. Notably, while

IGR-N91::shSEMA3C::p_Ctl-grafted embryos showed a strong

increase in metastatic dissemination upon doxycycline treat-

ment (91% of doxycycline-injected embryos compared with

44% of untreated embryos; p = 0.0498), this effect was

completely abolished in IGR-N91::shSEMA3C::p_ckSema3C-

grafted embryos (30% of doxycycline-injected embryos

compared with 22% of untreated embryos; p = 1.00). Thus,

decreasing SEMA3C levels strongly increased the propensity

of NB cells to undergo secondary metastatic dissemination,

and SEMA3C expression compensation counteracted this

effect.

We next searched whether differences in SEMA3C levels

could discriminate localized versus disseminated NB condition.

We analyzed published cohort studies of human NB (R2: Geno-

mics Analysis and Visualization Platform; http://r2.amc.nl) and

found that SEMA3C levels were significantly lower in stage 4

metastatic NB compared with stage 1–3 localized forms of the

disease (Figure 4F, p < 0.0001 inWolf andKocak’s cohort (Kocak

et al., 2013); and Figure S4H, p < 0.0001 in Shi and Fischer’s

cohort). Interestingly,SEMA3C expression was not or was barely

different between stage 4 and stage 4s NB; the latter is a highly

metastatic form of the disease affecting neonates but usually re-

gressing spontaneously (Figures 4F and S4H). Moreover, retro-

spective analyses showed that low SEMA3C levels are also

associated with a lower event-free survival probability compared

with high SEMA3C levels (Figure 4G, p = 3.2 3 10�5, log rank

test; and Figure S4I, p = 3.3 3 10�5, log rank test).

SEMA3C Levels Determines NB Cell-Cell Cohesion
Propensity
Wenext explored the NB cell behaviors that depend on SEMA3C

levels. To test if a decrease in SEMA3C affects cell-cell cohesion,

as suggested by our in vivo data, we set up an in vitro assay con-

sisting of measuring the capacity of NB cells suspended in

hanging drops to form an aggregated cell mass. We found that

decreasing SEMA3C levels in both IGR-N91 (with two distinct

SEMA3C siRNAs) and SH-SY5Y cells strongly impaired aggre-

gated cell mass integrity, inducing disaggregation in small indi-

vidual cell clusters, contrasting with the dense homogeneous
SEMA3C grafted embryos (p = 0.0108 for the tumor formation in sympatho-

t).

mble) shRNA together with RFP under the control of a doxycycline-inducible

CR and IGR-N91::shRNA SEMA3C cells localization 7 days post graft in chick

ema3C prior to grafting. In (D), n is the number of embryos for each condition

R-N91::shRNA SEMA3C-grafted embryos with distant dissemination, treated

MA3C cells transfected with p_Ctl or p_ckSema3C prior to grafting. Number of

ted or not with doxycycline, p = 0.0498; number of IGR-N91::shRNA

oxycycline, p = 1.00; Fisher’s exact test. In (E), the lower panels are enlarge-

oxycycline treatment only is shown in the independent lower panels. Scale

ge 4, and stage 4S neuroblastoma (F), and Kaplan-Meier analysis of event-free

ollaborators published cohort (GEO: GSE45547; Kocak et al., 2013; http://r2.

r bars indicate SD; statistical analysis comparing mean SEMA3C mRNA level

879; Mann-Whitney test. In (G), raw p value (raw p) and p value with Bonferroni

http://r2.amc.nl
http://r2.amc.nl
http://r2.amc.nl
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Figure 5. Intrinsic SEMA3C Levels Dictate NB Cell-Cell Cohesion Propensity and Correlate with Their Metastatic Potential

(A and B) Representative pictures (A) and quantification of the cell aggregation percentage (B) in IGR-N91::siRNA SCR and IGR-N91::siRNA SEMA3C cells

co-transfected either with p_Ctl (A, left panels) or with p_ckSema3C (A, right panels). The number of aggregates for each condition is given (from three inde-

pendent experiments). Error bars indicate SEM. For cells transfected with p_Ctl, siRNA SCR- versus siRNA SEMA3C-transfected cells, p < 0.0001; for siRNA

SEMA3C-transfected cells, p_Ctl versus p_ckSema3C-transfected cells, p < 0.0001; for siRNA SCR/p_Ctl-transfected cells versus siRNA SEMA3C/

p_ckSema3C-transfected cells, p = 0.0525 (ns); Student’s t test.

(C and D) Representative pictures (C) and quantification of NB cell localization phenotypes (D) observed in embryos co-grafted with IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA SCR

(green) together with an increasing ratio of IGR-N91::RFP::siRNASEMA3C (red) cells. Ratios betweenGFP and RFP cells and the number of embryos (from two to

three independent experiments) for each dataset are indicated. Data obtained with IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA SCR and IGR-N91::RFP::siRNA SEMA3C grafted in

separated embryos are reported from Figures 3A and 3B. For 50% GFP/50% RFP, 25% GFP/75% RFP, and 12.5% GFP/87.5% RFP conditions, p = 1.00,

(legend continued on next page)
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control NB cell masses (Figures 5A and 5B, p < 0.0001; Figures

S5A and S5B, p < 0.0001; and Figures S5C and S5D, p < 0.0001).

We also conducted cell aggregation assays with IGR-

N91::shRNA SCR and IGR-N91::shRNA SEMA3C cells treated

or not with doxycycline and found comparable results (Figures

S5E and S5F, p = 0.0079 for IGR-N91::shRNA SEMA3C cells,

treated or not with doxycycline). Moreover, SEMA3C

decrease-induced disaggregation was reversed upon overex-

pression of chick Sema3C (p_ckSema3C), confirming the spec-

ificity of the SEMA3C siRNA-induced effect (Figures 5A and 5B).

Supplying the NB cell population with supernatant from

Sema3C-producing cells or with recombinant Sema3C-Fc also

rescued cohesive cell masses, hence confirming a specific and

direct effect of SEMA3C (Figures S5G and S5H). Thus, SEMA3C

is a cohesion cue promoting NB cells to collectively assemble

into a tissue mass, and lowering SEMA3C levels is sufficient to

induce disaggregation.

SEMA3C Regulates NB Cell Cohesion in the Primary
Tumor in a Dose-Dependent Manner
Next, we investigated whether SEMA3C acts as an autocrine or

paracrine signal, as both signalingmodes have been reported for

secreted Semaphorins (Esselens et al., 2010; Luo et al., 1993).

To address this question, we set up a two-color grafting para-

digm in our avian model, allowing the concomitant monitoring

of control and experimental NBs engineered with GFP::siRNA

SCR and RFP::siRNA SEMA3C, respectively. First, we found

that adding an equal amount of SEMA3C-high cells (GFP cells)

to the cohort restored the targeting of SEMA3C-low (RFP cells)

toward sympatho-adrenal derivatives, indicating that paracrine

SEMA3C action within the migrating stream of SEMA3C-low

cells is sufficient to bring them to the target (Figures 5C and

5D). Second, in contrast, we observed that SEMA3C-low cells,

but not control cells, still disseminated in the vicinity and at a dis-

tance from the primary tumors (Figures 5C and 5D, p = 0.0078;

and Figures S5I and S5J, p = 0.0377). Next, to determine

whether the function of SEMA3C is to maintain cohesion of the

stream, we modulated the amount of SEMA3C available to the

collectivity by varying the proportion of mixed SEMA3C-high

(GFP) and SEMA3C-low cells (RFP). A combination of 25%

GFP/75% RFP fully restored the targeting in sympatho-adrenal

derivatives (p = 1.00) while the rescue was only partial for the

12.5% GFP/87.5% RFP combination (12.5% GFP/87.5% RFP

condition, GFP versus RFP cells, p = 0.2059; RFP cells in

100%condition versus RFP cells in 12.5%GFP/87.5%RFP con-

dition, p = 0.6372). Thus, providing exogenous SEMA3C to the

migratory stream is sufficient to guide their ‘‘NCC-like’’ first

migration step. In contrast, whatever the amount of surrounding
p = 1.00, and p = 0.2059, respectively, for tumor formation in sympatho-adrenal (S

dissemination, Fisher’s exact test. Scale bar, 200 mm.

(E) Quantification of the mean coalescence percentage for IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA

number of slices analyzed for each condition is given. Error bars indicate SEM. Com

RFP, and 12.5%GFP/87.5%RFP conditions comparedwith 100%GFP condition

representative pictures of IGR-N91::GFP::siRNA SCR cell coalescence within SA

(F and G) Representative pictures (F) and quantification (G) of IGR-N91::GFP cel

SEMA3C in transwell assays. Error bars indicate SEM. Comparison of the mean a

replicates from three independent experiments) versus IGR-N91::siRNA SEMA3

Student’s t test. Scale bar, 200 mm.

ns, not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001. See also Figure S5.
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SEMA3C-high cells, SEMA3C-low cells retain their propensity to

disseminate from the primary tumor core, indicating that this

second SEMA3C-dependent behavior is controlled through an

autocrine pathway (Figures 5C and 5D). Interestingly, dilution

of SEMA3C-high cells by 50% and 75% resulted in significantly

less cohesive tumoral masses (Figures 5E and 5F), consistent

with an attractive effect of SEMA3C promoting cell clustering.

Finally, in drastic SEMA3C depletion conditions (SEMA3C-high

cell dilution up to 87.5%), the SEMA3C-high cell population

totally excluded SEMA3C-low cells, leading to remarkable

segregation of the pools (Figures 5C and 5E). In these settings,

SEMA3C-low cells were either packed adjacent to SEMA3C-

high cells or dispersed rostro-caudally throughout embryonic tis-

sues in slices where no SEMA3C-high cells were detected. This

explains the apparently high proportion of SEMA3C-high cells

observed in slices where both pools are present, despite the

lower number of grafted SEMA3C-high cells. We conducted

transwell assays with IGR-N91 cells to confirm this SEMA3C

co-attractive effect. We found that SEMA3C-high cells migrate

significantly more efficiently toward SEMA3C-high cells (trans-

fected with an SCR siRNA.) than toward SEMA3C-low cells

(transfected with SEMA3C siRNA) (Figures 5F and 5G,

p = 0.0383). Altogether, these data revealed a dose-dependent

mechanism by which SEMA3C controls the balance between

NB cell-cell cohesion and dissemination.

Neuropilin/PlexinA Complexes Form Functional
SEMA3C Receptors for NB Cells
Next, we searched for the SEMA3C receptor complex(es) in NB

cells. Canonical receptors for secreted Semaphorins are combi-

nations of Neuropilin/Plexin complexes, Neuropilin binding the

ligand and Plexin transducing the signal (Kruger et al., 2005).

To refine candidates for further functional assays, we selected

the most promising combinations based on a cross-analysis of

our RNA-seq data and patient cohort data. Five receptors

were found expressed in both IGR-N91-naive cells and in sym-

patho-adrenal tumor masses: Neuropilin 1 (NRP1), Neuropilin 2

(NRP2), PlexinA2 (PLXNA2), PlexinA4 (PLXNA4), and PlexinD1

(PLXND1). Interestingly, among them, both NRP1 and PLXNA4

were downregulated together with SEMA3C in tumor masses

comparedwith naive cells (1.47- and 4.43-fold decrease in tumor

masses, respectively). In Wolf and Kocak’s cohort (Kocak et al.,

2013) of human NB, we found that expression of these five

receptors was significantly different in stage 4 NBs compared

with localized stage 1–3 NBs (Figure S6A). Nevertheless, unlike

NRP2, PLXNA2, or PLXND1, low NRP1 and PLXNA4 levels

were associated with a lower event-free survival probability (Fig-

ure 6A, Bonferroni correction p = 6.9 3 10�8 for NRP1 and
A) derivatives and p = 0.0078, p = 0.0406, and p = 0.0044, respectively, for cell

SCR cells upon successive dilutions with IGR-N91::RFP::siRNA SEMA3C. The

parison of themean coalescence rate for 50%GFP/50%RFP, 25%GFP/75%

: p < 0.0001, p < 0.0001, and p = 0.1201 (ns), Student’s t test. Right panels show

tumors. Scale bar, 200 mm.

l migration toward IGR-N91 cells transfected either with siRNA SCR or siRNA

rea covered by IGR-N91::GFP cells plated above IGR-N91::siRNA SCR (n = 14

C cells (n = 15 replicates from three independent experiments), p = 0.0383;
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Bonferroni correction p = 6.03 10�19 for PLXNA4, log rank test).

We found similar results by analyzing a second NB cohort (Shi

and Fischer’s cohort, data not shown). NRP1/PLXNA4 appeared

as themost promising pair. However, because NRP family mem-

bers as well as Plexins have a high degree of compensation, we

also retained NRP2 and PLXNA2 for functional assays. Specific

siRNAs were first used to study whether their knockdown alters

NB cell behavior in cell aggregation assays (Figures 6B, 6C, and

S6B). We observed that a decrease inNRP1 expression only had

a modest effect on cell aggregation (7% decrease compared

with SCR siRNA, p = 0.0183), while decreasing NRP2 and to a

higher extent both NRP1 and NRP2 expression drastically

impaired cell aggregation in hanging drops (19% decrease,

p < 0.0001; and 38%decrease, p < 0.0001, respectively) (Figures

6B and 6C). Similar cumulative effects were noted for PLXNAs;

while the decrease in PLXNA2 slightly affected cell aggregation

(8% decrease, p = 0.0018), lowering PLXNA4 and to a higher

extent both PLXNA2 and PLXNA4 severely impaired cell coales-

cence (19% decrease, p < 0.0001l and 48% decrease, p <

0.0001, respectively). We next investigated the effect of these

four receptors in vivo by grafting IGR-N91::GFP cells previously

transfected with each receptor siRNA alone or in dual combina-

tions; i.e., NRP1 and 2, PLXNA2 and A4 combinations (Figures

6D and 6E). Fifty hours after the graft, we observed that downre-

gulatingNRP1 orNRP2 alone affected neither primary tumor for-

mation in sympatho-adrenal derivatives (p = 0.6016 and p = 0.52,

respectively) nor cell dissemination (p = 0.2534 in both condi-

tions). Conversely, concomitant decrease of NRP1 and NRP2

expression considerably increased NB cell propensity to scatter

from the tumor core and to disseminate (p < 0.0001), suggesting

in vivo functional compensation for NRP1 and NRP2 in the cell

coalescence process. Regarding the PlexinAs, while downregu-

lation of PLXNA2 did not affect tumor formation or cell dissemi-

nation (p = 1.00 and p = 0.3566, respectively), PLXNA4 downre-

gulation alone was sufficient to significantly alter the formation of

primary tumors in sympatho-adrenal derivatives (p = 0.0429) and

to boost cell scattering and dissemination (p < 0.0001). We ob-

tained similar results by concomitantly decreasing PLXNA2

and PLXNA4 expression prior to the graft (Figures 6D and 6E)

Altogether, these data reveal an NRP1-, NRP2-, and PLXNA4-

dependent mechanism for SEMA3C-mediated regulation of NB

cell-cell cohesion.
Figure 6. SEMA3C Levels Dictate NB Cell-Cell Cohesion Propensity vi

(A) Kaplan-Meier analysis of event-free survival probability according to NRP

collaborators published cohort (GEO: GSE45547; Kocak et al., 2013; http://r2.am

the graphs. Median segregation of high versus low groups is presented for NRP2

could be observed.

(B and C) Representative pictures (B) and quantification of the cell aggregation

combination of NRP1 and NRP2, PLXNA2, PLXNA4, or a combination of PLXNA

given (from at least three independent experiments). Error bars indicate SEM. siR

siRNA NRP2-transfected cells, p < 0.0001; siRNA SCR versus siRNAs NRP1- a

transfected cells, p = 0.0018; siRNASCR versus siRNAPLXNA4-transfected cells,

p < 0.0001.

(D and E) Representative pictures (D) and quantification of NB cell localization

N91::GFP cells previously transfected with either SCR, NRP1, NRP2, a combina

PLXNA4 siRNAs, and labeled with an anti-HNK1 antibody. The number of embryo

phenotypes in siRNA SCR versus NRP1, NRP2, combination of NRP1 and NRP

embryos (p = 0.6016, p = 0.52, p = 1.00, p = 1.00, p = 0.0429, p = 0.0351, respe

p = 0.2534, p = 0.2534, p < 0.0001, p = 0.3566, p < 0.0001, and p = 0.0003, resp

ns, not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. See also Fi
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NB Patient-Derived Xenografts in Chick Embryos
Recapitulate NB Stages and Dissemination Properties
Finally, because our NB avian model appeared highly efficient

and accurate in reproducing the disease, we investigated

whether it could be extended to create an in vivo patient-derived

xenograft paradigm (Figures 7A and 7B). We used NB primary

cell lines derived from localized (CLB-Lec, stage 2) andmetasta-

tic (CLB-Chas, stage 4) NB primary tumors. We also obtained

fresh tumor biopsies from localized tumor resection (#NB1)

and bone marrow aspirates from metastatic cases (#NB2 to

#NB5). These samples were pre-labeled with CFSE and grafted

as for NB cell lines. Embryos were analyzed 50 hr and 7 days

post graft. Remarkably, tumor intake was observed in almost

all embryos grafted with either patient samples or primary cell

lines (tumor intake rate ranging from 71% to 100%; Figure 7A),

and as expected, the site of tumor formation was systematically

the sympatho-adrenal derivatives, independent of whether the

grafted samples originated from primary tumors or bone marrow

aspirates (100% for all samples). Strikingly too, distant dissemi-

nations were observed exclusively for samples derived from

metastatic cases, with a complete absence of metastatic

dissemination for samples derived from localized cases. Thus,

the NB avianmodel could successfully distinguish both localized

and metastatic status of NB and properly recapitulate them.

Moreover, as found with NB metastatic cell lines, cell clusters

disseminated along peripheral nerves and within the aorta. While

we found only 1 embryo out of 22 grafted with localized NBs

having NB cells starting to invade the aorta, 18 embryos out of

39 exhibited this phenotype (p = 0.0006). This confirmed that

embryonic aorta and nerves are the primary dissemination

routes of NBs.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we developed an accurate NB model that

gives access to early events of NB tumorigenesis for all stages

of the disease. Using this model, we uncovered yet unknown

aspects of NB, bringing answers to yet unsolved questions

related to the molecular mechanisms driving NB metastatic

dissemination. Our data first reveal a remarkable potential of

NB cells to recapitulate an NCC-like initial migratory program.

NB cells retain key features of NCCs such as their
a Neuropilins and PlexinA Receptors

1, NRP2, PLXNA2, PLXNA4, and PLXND1 expression levels in Kocak and

c.nl; n = 649 samples). Raw and Bonferroni corrected p values are indicated on

, PLXNA2, and PLXND1 for which no significant impact on event-free survival

percentage (C) in IGR-N91 cells transfected either with SCR, NRP1, NRP2, a

2 and PLXNA4 siRNAs. In (C), the number of aggregates for each condition is

NA SCR versus siRNA NRP1-transfected cells, p = 0.0183; siRNA SCR versus

nd NRP2-transfected cells, p < 0.0001; siRNA SCR versus siRNA PLXNA2-

p < 0.0001; siRNASCR versus siRNAPLXNA2- andPLXNA4-transfected cells,

phenotypes (E) in chick embryo transverse sections 50 hr post graft of IGR-

tion of NRP1 and NRP2, PLXNA2, PLXNA4, or a combination of PLXNA2 and

s for each condition is indicated on the graphs. Comparison of the proportion of

2, PLXNA2, PLXNA4, or combination of PLXNA2 and PLXNA4 siRNA grafted

ctively, for the formation of tumors in sympatho-adrenal (SA) derivatives and

ectively, for cell dissemination; Fisher’s exact test). Scale bar, 200 mm.

gure S6.
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Figure 7. Patient-Derived Xenografts in the Chick Model Recapitulate NB Tumor Stages and Metastatic Behavior

(A) Table recapitulating primary cell lines and fresh tumor sample cells localization 7 days post graft in chick embryos. Samples were classified according to

sample origin (primary tumor versus bone marrow metastatic site) or to tumor stage (localized or stage 4). Statistical analysis comparing primary tumor versus

bone marrow-derived samples and localized versus metastatic stage 4 NB-derived samples is shown in the table. ns, not significant; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001;

****p < 0.0001.

(B) Representative pictures of CFSE-labeled fresh tumor sample localization 50 hr (transverse sections; scale bar, 200 mm) and 7 days post graft in chick embryo

(whole organs; scale bar, 500 mm). Ad, adrenal gland; Kd, kidney; SC, spinal cord; SG, sympathetic ganglia; Co, colon; Ce, ceca; n, nerve; int, intestine.
responsiveness to guidance molecules directing their migration

toward sympatho-adrenal territories and their typical collective

migration mode. Second, we showed that stage 4 NBs undergo

a primary tumor/metastatic sequential program and identified

two early dissemination routes: the embryonic aorta and periph-

eral nerves, both adjacent to sympatho-adrenal primary tumors.

Strikingly, these modes of dissemination are also reminiscent of

those of the lineage of origin. First, NCC-derived Schwann cell
precursors, which have the greatest dissemination potential of

all NCC lineages and share molecular features with NBs (Acosta

et al., 2011; Mora et al., 2001), precisely use axophilic migration

along peripheral nerves to colonize the entire body (Jessen and

Mirsky, 2005). Second, signals from the dorsal aorta were shown

to attract sympatho-adrenal NCCs during their migration toward

their final target (Takahashi et al., 2013). This sensitivity could be

sustained by disseminating NB cells, explaining their tropism for
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When placed back in their native environment (1),

NB cells displaying high SEMA3C levels first follow

an NCC-like developmental program, adopting

collective migration oriented toward sympathetic

derivatives in which they coalesce. Second,

the tumorigenic program leads NB cell over-

proliferation. (2) NB cells that lower SEMA3C lose

their cohesive properties, engaging in metastatic

dissemination.
the dorsal aorta. Notably, this is the central blood vessel in the

embryo, supplying all developing organs. Interestingly, bone

marrow hematopoietic stem cells, which colonize the developing

bones, originate from the dorsal aorta (Ciau-Uitz et al., 2014),

and bone marrow is a major tumoral site in NB. Overall, these

routes ensure fast and wide dissemination within the tissues,

which can explain the high metastatic potential characterizing

aggressive NBs.

Our study also highlights the dissemination properties of NB

cells shared with other cancer types. The NB cell detachment

from the tumor core that we observed resembles the well-known

‘‘tumor budding’’ thought to prefigure metastatic dissemination

(Kanazawa et al., 2008; Li et al., 2016). Moreover, dissemination

along nerves, also referred to as perineural invasion, is shared by

aggressive cancers of the pancreas and prostate and associated

with a poor prognosis (Marchesi et al., 2010).

By profiling transcriptional activities in NB tumors formed in

the embryonic microenvironment, we identified a pro-metastatic

molecular trigger for NBs acting in the primary tumor by switch-

ing cells from cohesive to motile state. The existence of such a

pro-cohesion signal in the NB population can explain the pro-

pensity of NB cells to form enormous but highly dense tumors

never disseminating as observed for stage 3 NBs (Mora et al.,

2001). Moreover, altering this collective cohesion mechanism

in the primary tumor can constitute a master metastatic dissem-

ination switch, inducing clusters of cells to evade the primary tu-

mor and to engage broad migration using encountered environ-

mental supports provided by nerves and vessels (Figure 8).

Remarkably, dialog at population levels is an intrinsic feature of

NCCs, which secrete signals for the collective migratory stream

(Carmona-Fontaine et al., 2008; Mayor and Etienne-Manneville,

2016; Shellard and Mayor, 2016; Theveneau and Mayor, 2012a,

2012b). Moreover, getting into such dynamic and early gene

regulation, implicated in the onset of metastasis, is conditioned

by the ability of themodel to allow access to the sequential steps

of the disease development. Primary tumors and metastases

biopsies from patients are performed on already advanced and

established foci. This makes it unlikely to maintain such dynamic

and transitory regulation involved in a particular microenviron-
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ment, which allows NB cells to balance

between cell-cell cohesion in the tumor

and detachment from the tumor core.

We found that the SEMA3C/NRP/

PLXNA4 signaling plays a key role in

controlling this cohesive/metastatic
balance in primary tumors. Deregulated expressions of Sema-

phorins are well acknowledged to play highly versatile and

context-dependent roles during tumorigenesis, ranging from

oncogene, tumor suppressive, pro-angiogenic, and/or pro-

metastatic actions (Gu and Giraudo, 2013; Tamagnone,

2012). Likewise, unlike in NB, high SEMA3C correlates with gli-

oma malignancy, gastric cancer metastasis, and breast cancer

progression (Cole-Healy et al., 2015; Malik et al., 2016; Miyato

et al., 2012; Mumblat et al., 2015; Tam et al., 2016; Vaitkien _e

et al., 2015). Rather than such general deregulation, we show

that NB cells dynamically adapt their Semaphorin signaling to

control the cohesive/metastatic balance. Therefore, monitoring

SEMA3C and its receptors overtime might have high clinical

value for NB therapeutic management. Such changes in

ligand/receptor expression levels to set novel properties at

cell and population levels may also serve physiological pro-

cesses, such as organogenesis and neural circuit wiring

(Kruger et al., 2005; Masuda and Taniguchi, 2016). As in other

contexts, SEMA3C mediates its effects in NB cells via NRP/

PLXN complexes (Boubakar et al., 2017a; Feiner et al., 1997;

Kruger et al., 2005). Double receptor knockdown indicates

that NB cells can compensate for single NRP loss, while

PLXNA4 clearly plays the major role over PLXNA2, making it

a central integrator of SEMA3C signaling. Interestingly, recep-

tor sub-units and SEMA3C exhibit similar expression profile

in localized versus stage 4 patient tumors, their lower levels es-

tablishing a distinctive signature of the metastatic aggres-

sive stage.

Our avian NB model overcomes major limitations of the

current models. First, orthotopic and subcutaneous NB

xenograft mouse models are conducted in the adult microenvi-

ronment. Transgenic NB mouse and zebrafish models overex-

pressing the human MYCN (or alternatively oncogenes such as

ALK and LIN28) under the control of neural-crest-specific

promoters, recapitulate only these alterations and are difficult

to handle. Second, all of these models failed to properly mimic

the NCC embryonic environment in which NBs emerge and to

allow human tumor progression monitoring (Kiyonari and Kado-

matsu, 2015; van Noesel, 2012). Third, cell-line establishment



from human NB samples remains laborious or almost impos-

sible for low-risk cases, limiting the understanding of etiological

differences between NB stages. This study demonstrates with

remarkable efficiency, the feasibility of patient-derived xeno-

grafts in the avian embryo, bypassing cell culture drawbacks

and limitations in recapitulating NB disease heterogeneity. It

pioneers the use of this in vivo paradigm of human tumor rep-

licas for future translational applications and personalized

medicine.

Finally, combining this model with transcriptomic approaches

already brings a unique list of genes modulated during NB

tumorigenesis specifically in embryonic sympathetic derivatives,

thus having high potential for therapeutic developments. This

proof of concept paves the way for using this paradigm to

explore the diversity of NBs and the molecular pathways under-

lying their specific characteristics.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67 antibody Abcam Cat #ab15580; RRID: AB_443209

Mouse monoclonal anti-HNK1 antibody DHSB Cat #3H5; RRID: AB_2314644

Goat Anti-Mouse IgM Antibody, Alexa

Fluor 555 Conjugated

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat #A21426; RRID : AB_2535847

Goat Anti-Mouse IgM Antibody, Alexa

Fluor 647 Conjugated

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # A21238; RRID : AB_2535807

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Secondary

Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # A21206; RRID: AB_2535792

Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly

Cross-Adsorbed Secondary

Antibody, Alexa Fluor 555

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31570; RRID: AB_2536180

Rabbit Anti-Green Fluorescent

Protein (GFP) Polyclonal Antibody,

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11122; RRID: AB_221569

anti-SMA : Mouse Anti-Actin, alpha-Smooth

Muscle Monoclonal Antibody, Unconjugated,

Clone 1A4, Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A2547; RRID: AB_476701

NEF 160 Mouse Monoclonal

Antibody (RMO-270)

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 13-0700; RRID: AB_2532998

Bacterial and Virus Strains

HIV1 based Lentiviral Particules Frecha et al., 2011 N/A

Biological Samples

NB Patient primary tumor biopsy Department of Pathology, Women and

Children’s Hospital, Bron, France

NB Patient bone marrow

aspirate (4 samples)

Department of Pathology, Women and

Children’s Hospital, Bron, France and

Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Hoechst Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# H21486

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium

(DMEM) GlutaMAX

Thermo Fisher Scientific 31966-021

RPMI 1640 GlutaMAX� Thermo Fisher Scientific 61870-010

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich F7524

Penicillin Streptomycin Sigma-Aldrich P4333

Amphotericin B Sigma-Aldrich A2942

Tetracycline-free Fetal Bovine Serum Sigma-Aldrich T7660

JetPrime reagent PolyPlus - Ozyme Pol114-15

Polybrene Sigma-Aldrich AL-118

Puromycin Sigma-Aldrich P8833

Doxycyclin Sigma-Aldrich D-3072

Pancoll, human density 1.077 g/mL PAN-Biotech P04-60100

DMSO Sigma-Aldrich Z614076

AQIX RS-1 medium Life Science AQIX-RSI-P

CFSE Thermo Fisher Scientific C34554

PBS 10x Fischer 12037539

Paraformaldehyde 32% Electron microscopy science 15714-S

Gelatin VWR prolabo 24360,233
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Sucrose Sigma-Aldrich 50389

Agarose Sigma-Aldrich A9414

Hanks’Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) Fischer 14170138

F12 medium ThermoFischer Scientific 11580546

L15 medium Thermo Fisher Scientific 11415-049

Glucose Sigma-Aldrich G7821

CNTF Sigma-Aldrich C3710

NT3 Miltenyi 130-096-287

HEPES ThermoFischer Scientific 11550496

Methanol Sigma-Aldrich 322415

H2O2, 30% solution Sigma-Aldrich H1009

Triton 100X Sigma-Aldrich T9284

Glycine Roth 3908.2

Dichloromethane Sigma-Aldrich 322415

Benzyl ether Sigma-Aldrich 108014

Sema3C-Fc R&D Systems Sc-27796

BSA bovine serum albumin Sigma-Aldrich A7906

Collagenase type IV Sigma-Aldrich C5138

Dnase I Sigma-Aldrich DN25

Trypsine Sigma-Aldrich T5266

Dispase I Sigma-Aldrich D4818

Critical Commercial Assays

PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :PLXNA4, Human

UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0018081

Biorad 10025636

PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :PLXNA2, Human

UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0010871

Biorad 10025636

PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :NRP1, Human

UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0036359

Biorad 10025636

PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :NRP2, Human

UniqueAssayID:qHsaCED0002341

Biorad 10025636

Nucleospin RNAII kit Macherey-Nagel 740955-10

NucleoSpin� RNA XS kit Macherey-Nagel 740902-10

iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit BioRad 1708890

LightCycler480 SYBRGreen I Master1 kit Roche Life Science 04707516001

RNeasy micro kit Qiagen 74004

Ribo- Zero� Gold Kit Epicentre MRZG126

Ovation RNAseq system Kit Nugen 9102-A01

Ovation ultralow library system kit Nugen 0511-A01

Deposited Data

Raw data for all figures This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/

nmv7btwt39.1

Raw and analyzed RNASeq data This paper GSE91377

Kocak and Wolf’s NB patient cohort

(transcriptomic analysis)

Kocak et al., 2013 GSE45480

Shi and Fischer’s NB patient cohort

(transcriptomic analysis)

Wang et al., 2014 GSE49710

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

IGR-N91 Laboratory of J. Bénard, Gustave

Roussy Institute, Villejuif, France

Described in

Ferrandis and Bénard, 1993

SH-SY5Y ATCC ATCC� CRL-2266�

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

SHEP Laboratory of M. Schwab, Institute for

Experimental Pathology, Heidelberg,

Germany.

Described in

Ciccarone et al., 1989

IMR32 ATCC ATCC� CCL-127�

CLB-Ba Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Bac Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-BAR LT Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-BAR REC Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Bel Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 2008

CLB-BOU Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 2008

CLB-BOU REC Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Ca Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Chas Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 2008

CLB-Es Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Ga Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Ge1 Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Ge2 Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Hu Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Lec Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Lop Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Ma1 Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Ma2 Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Pe Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Re Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-Sedp Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 2008

CLB-Tr Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

Described in

Combaret et al., 1995

CLB-VER Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Vol Mo Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A

CLB-Vol Pct Laboratory of Translational Research,

Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France

N/A
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Embryonated eggs, naked neck strain Elevage avicole du Grand Buisson,

Saint Maurice sur Dargoire, France

N/A

Oligonucleotides

siRNA Universal Negative Control #1 Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SIC001

human Sema3C siRNA (NM_006379) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs01_00161889

Human Sema3C#2 siRNA (NM_006379) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs01_00161890

Human NRP1 siRNA (NM_003873) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs02_00336456

Human NRP2 siRNA (NM_201266) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs01_00172646

Human PLXNA2 siRNA (NM_025179) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs01_00153

Human PLXNA4 siRNA (NM_001105543) Sigma-Aldrich-Aldrich SASI_Hs02_00324311

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid : SIN-HIV-SFFV-eGFP Frecha et al., 2011 N/A

Plasmid : SIN-HIV-SFFV-mRFP Frecha et al., 2011 N/A

SMARTvector Inducible Non-targeting mCMV

turboRFP Control

Dharmacon VSC6571

SMARTvector Inducible Human SEMA3C

mCMV-TurboRFP shRNA

Dharmacon V3SH7676-08EG10512 (shRNA

sequence V3SH7670-225814784)

p_Ctl (pAGNT, no insert) Sanyas et al., 2012 N/A

p_ckSema3C (GFP-chick Sema3C in pAGNT) Sanyas et al., 2012 N/A

Software and Algorithms

XuvStitch XuvTools RRID:SCR_005894

Imaris 8.2.0 BitPlane RRID:SCR_007370

iQ3 imaging softwre Andor RRID:SCR_014461

Image J64 NIH RRID:SCR_003070

BAR HeatMapper Plus Tool University of Toronto, Canada http://bar.utoronto.ca/ntools/cgi-bin/

ntools_heatmapper_plus.cgi

TopHat v.2.0.6. John Hopkins University, Center for

Computational Biology

RRID:SCR_013035

Bowtie v.2.0.2. University of California Santa Cruz RRID:SCR_005476

Cufflinks v.2.0.2. Trapnell Lab, University of Washington RRID:SCR_014597

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software IPA�, QIAGEN RRID:SCR_008653

Prism 6.0e GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

BiostaTGV Institut Pierre Louis d’Epidémiologie

et de Santé Publique

UMR S 1136

http://marne.u707.jussieu.fr/biostatgv/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for ressources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Valérie

Castellani (valerie.castellani@univ-lyon1.fr)

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Chick Embryos
Naked Neck strain embryonated eggs were obtained from a local supplier (Elevage avicole du Grand Buisson, Saint Maurice sur

Dargoire, France). Laying hen’s sanitary status was regularly checked by the supplier according to French laws. Eggs were housed

in an 18�C-incubator until use. They were then incubated at 38.5�C in a humidified incubator until the desired developmental

stage, -i.e, HH14 for the graft step, HH25 for 50 hours post-graft analyses and HH35 for 7 days post-graft analyses.
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Cell Lines
Human stage 4 neuroblastoma IGR-N91 and SHEP cells were kindly gifted by Dr. J. Bénard (Gustave Roussy Institute, Paris, France)

and Dr. M Schwab (Institute for Experimental Pathology, Heidelberg, Germany) respectively. IGR-N91 and SH-SY5Y NB cell lines

were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) GlutaMAX� (Life Technologies). SHEP cells and NB primary cell lines

obtained from the laboratory of translational research (Centre Léon Bérard, CLB- cell lines) were cultured in RPMI 1640 GlutaMAX�
(Life Technologies). Media were each supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 25 U/mL Penicillin Streptomycin (Sigma),

2.5 mg/mL Amphotericin B (Sigma). Doxycycline-inducible stable cloneswere cultured inmedium containing a Tetracycline-free Fetal

Bovine Serum (Invitrogen). Cell lines were maintained in sterile conditions in a 37�C-, 5% CO2-incubator.

Cell lines have not been re-authenticated for the present paper. Most CLB- cell lines have been subjected tomatching test with the

original tumor sample by the time of establishment.

Fresh Human NB Patient Samples
Fresh neuroblastoma samples were obtained from patients treated in Centre Léon Bérard (Lyon, France) and in Hôpital de la Timone

(Dr. C. Coze, Service d’Oncologie Pédiatrique, Marseille, France). Parents provided written consent for tumour banking and future

research use according to national regulations. Studies were authorized by the ethics committees ‘‘Comité de Protection des Per-

sonnes Sud-Est IV’’ (L07-95 and L12-171), as well as ‘‘Comité de Protection des Personnes de Paris Ile de France I’’ (ref 08-11728).

The following samples were used for graft experiments in the present paper:
Sex Age (months) Sample origin Stage Biopsy event % of tumor cells in the sample

#NB1 F 40 Primary tumor biopsy Loc diagnosis 80

#NB2 M 43 Primary tumor biopsy 4 diagnosis 80

#NB3 M 6 Bone marrow aspirate 4 diagnosis 80

#NB4 M 37 Bone marrow aspirate 4 diagnosis 70

#NB5 F 17 Bone marrow aspirate 4 at relapse relapse 10
METHOD DETAILS

Cell Transfection and Treatment
For siRNA and plasmids transfection, cells were transfected with JetPrime (PolyPlus). Stable expression of GFP or RFPwas obtained

by transduction of HIV1-based lentiviral particules. Lentiviral particules were generated at the lentivectors production facility / SFR

BioSciences Gerland - Lyon Sud (UMS3444/US8). Briefly cells were plated in six well plates (5x105 cells per well) in complete

medium. After 2 hours medium was replaced with 2 ml medium containing 2 % FBS and 2 mg/ml polybrene (Sigma). After an hour

this medium was removed and replaced with 2ml of medium containing 5x 106 IU of lentiviral vector. After 16 hours medium was

removed and cells rinsed and incubated with normal medium (10 % FCS). Analysis by FACS showed that close to 100 % of cells

were positive for GFP/RFP. Medium from semi-confluent transduced cells showed no capacity to transfer GFP/RFP expression

to naive control cell lines, indicating that infectious viruses were not produced by the transduced cells.

Stable expression of SEMA3C shRNA or control shRNA (SCR.) was achieved by transduction of SMARTvector Inducible Lentiviral

shRNA vector (MOI of 2) according to the manufacturer protocol (Dharmacon) and stable clones were selected with puromycin.

Induction of shRNA expression was obtained by treating cells with 1.0 mg/mL Doxycycline (Sigma) for 48 hours.

Plasmids, siRNAs, shRNAs
Self-inactivating HIV1-derived vectors were produced by the lentivectors production facility / SFR BioSciences Gerland - Lyon Sud

(UMS3444/US8) and encode the green fluorescent protein (GFP) or the red fluorescent protein (RFP) under the control of a SFFV

promoter (respectively SIN-HIV-SFFV-eGFP and SIN-HIV-SFFV-mRFP). The Gag-Pol packaging construct pD8.91 was used

for lentiviral production (Frecha et al., 2011). Control siRNA (siRNA SCR.) (siRNA Universal Negative Control #1 SIC001), human

SEMA3C (NM_006379; SASI_Hs01_00161889), SEMA3C#2 (NM_006379, SASI_Hs01_00161890), NRP1 (NM_003873,

SASI_Hs02_00336456), NRP2 (NM_201266, SASI_Hs01_00172646), PLXNA2 (NM_025179, SASI_Hs01_00153626), and PLXNA4

(NM_001105543, SASI_Hs02_00324311) siRNAs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lentiviral particules containing SMARTvector

Inducible Non-targeting mCMV turboRFP Control (VSC6571) or SMARTvector Inducible Human SEMA3CmCMV-TurboRFP shRNA,

(V3SH7676-08EG10512, shRNA sequence V3SH7670-225814784) were purchased from Dharmacon.

Preparation of NB Patient Samples and Primary Cell Lines
Samples obtained from primary tumor resection were collected in AqiX-RSI sterile medium (AqiX) and immediately dissociated.

Briefly, tissues were washed with Ca2+-,Mg2+-free PBS (Life Technologies), crushedwith a scalpel in F12medium (Life Technologies)

and then dissociated with 156 Units/ml type IV Collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich), 25 mM HEPES (Life technologies), 3 % fetal calf serum

(FCS, Sigma) and 20 Units/ml Dnase I (Sigma) for 30 min at 37�C. Samples were then incubated with 0.22 Units/ml dispase I (Sigma)
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for 5 min followed by a 5 min more incubation with 4.9 mg/ml trypsin (Sigma) at 37�C. Non-dissociated tissue was removed by filtra-

tion through a 40 mm nylon Cell Strainer (BD Falcon).

Bone marrow samples were harvested under general anesthesia at diagnosis, taken from posterior and anterior iliac crests and

collected on EDTA tube. Mononuclear marrow cells were separated by density gradient centrifugation (Pancoll, PAN-Biotech).

The percentage of malignant cells in the samples was evaluated by a two-colour fluorochrome staining as described in (Combaret

et al., 1989). The mononuclear marrow cells showing tumoral invasion were frozen in RPMI containing 20% PBS and 10% DMSO.

Primary cell lines and cell suspensions obtained from dissociated primary tumors or bone marrow aspirates were labeled with an

8 mM CFSE solution (Life Technologies).

NB Cell Lines and Patient Biopsies Graft In Ovo
Embryonated eggs were obtained from a local supplier (Elevage avicole du Grand Buisson, Saint Maurice sur Dargoire, France) and

incubated at 38.5�C in a humidified incubator. Stage HH14 chick embryos were grafted with approximately 2,500 fluorescent NB

cells at the neural crest level, -i.e., in the region between the dorsal neural tube and the epidermis, between somite 18 and presump-

tive somite 24-. NB cells were implanted with a glass capillary connected to a pneumatic PicoPump (PV820, World Precision Instru-

ments) under a fluorescence stereomicroscope. Eggswere closedwith solvant-free tape and placed back in the humidified incubator

until the desired stage. For experiments which necessitate Doxycycline treatment, 300 mL of a 20 mg/mL Doxycycline / PBS solution

were injected between the embryo and the yalk just after the graft step, to achieve SEMA3C downregulation 48 hours later.

Immunofluorescence on Slices and Analysis of NB Cells Localization
Chick embryos were harvested and fixed in 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA). Embryos were embedded in 7,5% gelatin- 15% sucrose in

PBS to perform 20 mm transverse cryosections. Alternatively, embryos were embedded in 3% low temperature gelling agarose to

perform 90 mm vibratome sections. Permeabilisation and saturation of sections was performed in PBS-BSA 3%-Triton 0.5%. The

following primary antibodies were applied to sections: anti-HNK1 (1/50, 3H5, DSHB) and anti-Ki67 (1/200, ab15580, Abcam). Alexa

555 anti mouse IgM (1/500, A21426, Life Technologies), Alexa 647 anti-mouse IgM (1/500, A21238, Life Technologies) and Alexa 555

anti-rabbit IgG (1/500, A21206, Life Technologies) were used as secondary antibodies. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst (H21486,

Invitrogen).

Slices were imaged with a confocal microscope (Olympus, FV1000, X81) using either a 10X objective for whole slice imaging or a

40X objective to focus on Ki67 immunolabeling. Reconstruction of whole slices as a composite image was performed with XuvStitch

(http://www.xuvtools.org) and Imaris 8.2.0 (BitPlane) softwares. Ki67+ proliferating cells were counted with Image J64 software.

For the time course analysis of NB cells position in sections, each cell was manually spotted in a scheme illustrating a standard

section with main developing structures, and the resulting schemes for each slice were superimposed (number of slices studied

for each time point are indicated in Figure 1D). Quantification of GFP+ areas position relative to HNK1+ areas was performed with

Image J64 software.

For each embryo, three classes of phenotypes for NB cells localization were analyzed: (1) formation of dense tumor-like masses

(>50 cells) in sympatho-adrenal (SA) derivatives; (2) cell dissemination, as individual cells or as groups of cells in non-SA derivatives

(> 10 cells per embryo); (3) cell scattering from tumor core (> 10 cells distant from less than 2 cell bodies from tumor core).

Slice Embryo Culture and Live Imaging of NB Grafted Cells
The technique was adapted from (Boubakar et al., 2017b). 18 hours after graft, embryos were harvested in cold HBSS and extra-em-

bryonic membranes were removed. Embryos were embedded in 3% agarose (A9414, Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in F12 medium

(ThermoFischer Scientific). Embedded trunk segments bathing in ice-cold L15 medium (Life Technology) containing 3% of glucose

were sectioned in 200mm thick sections using a Vibratome (Leica VT1000S). Sections were then mounted in 0.5% agarose diluted in

F12 and placed on glass bottom dishes (P35G-1.5-14-C, MatTek). Once the agarose has solidified, slices were overlaid with 1ml of

F12 medium supplemented with 10% FCS (F7524; Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/mL CNTF (130-096-337, Miltenyi), 10 ng/mL NT3 (130-

096-287, Miltenyi) and 20 nM Hepes buffer (15630-049, ThermoFischer Scientific). Live Imaging was performed on a Olympus

IX81 microscope equipped with a spinning disk (CSU-X1 5000rpm, Yokogawa) and an Okolab environmental chamber maintained

at 37�C. Images were acquired with a 10X objective on EMCCD camera (iXon3 DU-885, Andor technology). Planes were spaced of

1.5 to 3 mm and slices were imaged every 5 to 6 minutes for 20 hours. To reduce exposure time and laser intensity acquisition were

done using binning 2x2. Images were acquired using IQ3 software using multi-position and Z-Stacks protocol.

Analysis of Cell Dissemination In Vivo
E9 chick embryos were harvested (7 days after the graft) and fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4�C. Embryos were dissected under a

fluorescence stereomicroscope connected to a camera (QImaging camera, MicroPublisher 5.0). For each embryo, a macroscopic

observation of liver, intestines, colon, ceca, cloaca, kidney, adrenal glands, sympathetic chain, peripheral nerves, aorta, lung, heart

and skin was systematically performed.

For each embryo, three classes of phenotypes for NB cells localization were analyzed: (1) formation of dense tumor-like masses

(diameter > 250 mm) in sympatho-adrenal (SA) derivatives; (2) loco-regional dissemination, as individual cells or as groups of cells in
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tissues adjacent to the primary tumor: adjacent sympathetic ganglia, adjacent aorta, base of peripheral nerves connected to the

spinal cord; (3) distant dissemination as individual cells or as groups of cells in tissues distant from the primary tumor: lung, intestines,

colon/ceca/cloaca, skin, non-adjacent aorta.

Tissue Clearing, Whole-Mount Immunofluorescence and Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM) Imaging
PFA-fixed HH25 (E4) embryos, E9 embryos or organs dissected from E9 embryos were dehydrated in successive increasing meth-

anol concentrations, incubated overnight with 0.2% H2O2 in methanol and rehydrated following the reverse protocol. Whole-mount

immunofluorescence was performed using a blocking solution composed of 10% DMSO, 0.5% Triton 100X, 2% Bovine Serum Al-

bumine (BSA) and 100 mM glycine, in PBS. Primary and secondary antibodies were applied in the blocking solution. The following

primary antibodies were used: anti-GFP (Life Technologies, A11122, 4 mg/mL), anti-HNK1 (Hybridoma bank, AB_2314644, 4mg/mL),

anti-SMA (Sigma, A2547, 2.8 mg/mL), anti-Neurofilament 160kDa (Life Technologies, 130700, 2.5 mg/mL) and the following secondary

antibodies : Donkey anti Rabbit IgG Alexa 555 (Life Technologies, A21426), and Goat anti Mouse IgM Alexa488 (Life Technologies,

A21206) and Donkey anti mouse IgG Alexa555 (Life Technologies, A31570). Tissues were then cleared using a modified iDISCO+

protocol (Renier et al., 2014; Seo et al., 2016). Briefly, tissues were dehydrated in methanol successive baths, incubated in a mix

of 66% Dichloromethane (Sigma, 270997) and 33% methanol and finally cleared in Benzyl ether (Sigma, 108014). Cleared samples

were imaged using a light-sheet UltraMicroscope (LaVision Biotech, laser power set at 70%, sheet NA 0.03, sheet width 4000). 3D-

images were built using ImarisTM software.

RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR)
For qRT-PCR analysis, total RNA was extracted from cells using the Nucleospin RNAII kit (Macherey-Nagel) and total RNA from

tumor masses was extracted using the NucleoSpin� RNA XS kit (Macherey-Nagel). One mg and 60-100ng of total RNA respectively

from cells and tumormasseswere reverse-transcribed using the iScript cDNASynthesis Kit (BioRad). qRT-PCRwas performed using

the LightCycler480 SYBRGreen I Master1 kit (Roche Life Science) and the CFX Connect� Real-Time PCR Detection System

(BioRad). The following list of primers was used in the study:
Gene Forward Reverse

HPRT TGACACTGGCAAAACAATGCA GGTCCTTTTCACCAGCAAGCT

NRP1 PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :NRP1, Human ; UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0036359

NRP2 PrimerPCR SYBR Green Assay :NRP2, Human ; UniqueAssayID:qHsaCED0002341

PLXNA2 PrimerPCRSYBRGreen Assay :PLXNA2, Human ; UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0010871

PLXNA4 PrimerPCRSYBRGreen Assay :PLXNA4, Human ; UniqueAssayID:qHsaCID0018081

SEMA3C ATCGAGTGAACGCTGCTGATG GCTCGCCACTGACAGAGTTGTT

SEMA3D TGGAATTGTCTCTGAAGCAGCA TGCGCAAGCTTTCCCATAAG

SEMA3F AGCAGACCCAGGACGTGAG AAGACCATGCGAATATCAGCC
A heatmap representation of qRT-PCR data for SEMA3C, SEMA3D and SEMA3F mRNA expression in NB cell lines was

performed. Briefly, using HPRT as a housekeeping gene, SEMA3 mRNAs level of expression was color-coded with the online soft-

ware http://bar.utoronto.ca/ntools/cgi-bin/ntools_heatmapper_plus.cgi.

RNA Isolation and Library Preparation for RNA-Seq
Tumor masses (TM) formed in sympathetic ganglia were microdissected 50 hours after the graft of fluorescent NB cells under a fluo-

rescence stereomicroscope. 12 to 14 TM were pooled for each experiment. RNA isolation, RNA-Seq processing and data analysis

were performed at the ProfileXpert core facility (Lyon, France). Total RNA from 3 independent experiments (1 pool of TM and 1 pellet

of naive NB cells for each experiment) was extracted with RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen) and the quality was checked with a Bioanalyzer

2100 (Agilent, RIN >8.0). Ribosomic RNA was depleted with Ribo-Zero�Gold Kit (Epicentre). RNA pre-amplification was performed

with 500 pg RNA with Ovation RNAseq system Kit (Nugen). RNA-seq libraries were prepared with 100ng ds-cDNA with Ovation

ultralow library system kit (Nugen) and sequenced using the HiSeq 2500 platform (Illumina, 50 bp single read). Reads were mapped

using TopHat v.2.0.6. software including Bowtie v.2.0.2. against the human Genome build hg19 (GRCh37, Fev 2009, UCSC, http://

genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway); quantification and differential gene expression were performed using Cufflinks v.2.0.2. soft-

ware. Each pool of TMwas compared to naive NB cells from the same experiment. A gene was considered regulated when its level of

expression varied with a fold change superior to 1.5 between both conditions, in the three independent experiments. Due to the small

number of experiments (n=3), the p-value cut off was fixed to 0.100. Expression change for genes of interest was validated in at least

3 independent graft experiments by qRT-PCR.

Analysis of main functions concerned by gene expression change was performed with Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (IPA�,

QIAGEN Redwood City, www.qiagen.com/ingenuity)
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Cell Aggregation Assay
48 hours after transfection with siRNAs or treatment with Doxycycline, fluorescent NB cells were resuspended at a concentration of

5.106 cells / mL and cultured in 25 mL hanging drops on the inside of the top of a culture dish. For rescue experiments, hanging drops

were either prepared in control- or Sema3C-conditionned medium (prepared from HEK293T cells transfected with p_Ctl or

p_ckSema3C), or prepared in medium supplemented with 10 mg/mL Sema3C-Fc (R&D Systems, 1728-S3-050CF). Starting from

the time of drops preparation, hanging drops were imaged at 0, 4, 8 and 24 hours under a fluorescence stereomicroscope with

QImaging camera MicroPublisher 5.0 (GTVision). The aggregation rate was quantified with ImageJ64 software. Briefly, fluorescent

versus non-fluorescent (black) areas were measured using the « analyze particles » pluggin for each time point. The homogeneity of

cell suspension between conditions at T0 was checked by measuring the integrated density of fluorescence for each hanging drop.

Transcriptomic Data Sets Analysis
The expression values analysed here are publically available in GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). Kocak andWolf’s

cohort (GSE45480, (Kocak et al., 2013)) and Shi and Fischer’s cohort (GSE49710, (Wang et al., 2014)) analyses were both performed

with Agilent-020382 Human Custom Microarray 44k (GPL16876), using SEMA3C probe UKv4_A_23_P256473, NRP1 probe

UKv4_A_24_P928052, NRP2 probe UKv4_A_23_P209669, PLXNA2 probe UKv4_A_23_P46618, PLXNA4 probe

UKv4_A_24_P772488 and PLXND1 probe UKv4_A_24_P376391. Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed in R2: Genomics Analysis

and Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl). The p-value is calculated to determine the optimal cut-off, and is finally corrected by

Bonferoni as described in (Bewick et al., 2004).When no statistical difference could be noted between high and low groups, eventfree

survival rates were presented by separating the cohort in two equivalent groups.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Number of Experimental Replicates
Number of independent experiments, number of embryos or human subjects, number of embryo slices or cell aggregates (n) are given

in figure legends or indicated in the figures. No pre-specification method to ensure adequate power was used in the study. Statistics

have been made on two main types of analyses: a) in vivo phenotypes (graft experiments) and b) cell line-based in vitro assays (qRT-

PCR, aggregates experiments). For a, at least 6 viable embryos for each condition from at least two independent experiments were

used. For b: At least three independent experiments were performed (for example, with independent cell culture conditions and trans-

fection). Analyses were done in blind. For aggregation assays, data were compiled from 2 to 5 independent experiments.

Data Exclusion
For experiments requiring downregulation of a specific gene by siRNA, we excluded samples / in vivo experiments for which a less

than 25% decrease of target mRNA expression was achieved. This was not predefined but rather implemented from the results we

obtained. For shRNA experiments, we excluded samples / in vivo experiments where RFP expression (that is co-expressed with

SEMA3C shRNA upon Doxycycline induction) could not be detected. This was a pre-defined criterion, Dox-efficiency being

controlled by RFP expression. For aggregation experiments, we excluded experiments where the mean aggregation rate in the con-

trol condition was less than 70% at the time of analysis. This criterion was implemented from the results we obtained.

Randomization
Control and experimental conditions were treated without any distinction in all experiments. For in vitro aggregation assays, analysis

was done in blind. Embryoswere allocated to experimental groups randomly. Doxycycline treatment was performed randomly during

the graft procedure. When possible (i.e, when no color-based distinction could be performed between experimental conditions), em-

bryos were analyzed in blind with two to three investigators that independently contributed to image and analyze embryos.

Statistical Treatment of the Data
Statistical tests used and p-values are indicated in figure legends. Statistical treatment of the data was performed with Prism 6.0e

(GraphPad). For parametric test, both normality and variances homoscedasticity was checked. In case of non-normality or non-ho-

moscedastic variances, non-parametric tests were used. Fisher’s exact tests for contingency tables greater than 2x2 were

performed with BiostaTGV online statistical software (http://marne.u707.jussieu.fr/biostatgv/). All statistical tests were two-sided.

Error bars indicate either SD or SEM, which is noted for each panel in figure legends. For Kaplan-Meier analyses, the p-value was

calculated to determine the optimal cut-off, and was finally corrected by Bonferoni (bonf p) as described in (Bewick et al., 2004).

Significance was defined for p-values inferior to 0.05 (*). **, ***, **** indicate p-values <0.01 , <0.001, <0.0001 respectively.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Transcriptomic analyses described in the present paper have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al.,

2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE91377.

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE91377).

Raw data are available through Mendeley Data via accession: https://doi.org/10.17632/nmv7btwt39.1
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